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Market  Update:  International  expansion  continues  to  make  sense  at  global  corporations  by means  of

diversifying from domestic longer-term volatility or managing either too pricey or downwardly equity and

other assets spreads. General Electric International Inc (GE) for instance is going to invest approximately

$10 billion  in  Argentina  over  the  next  decade,  and the  industrial  and consumer  products  manufacturer

already funded $1.2 billion to local partner companies during the past four months. GE’s franchise was

incorporated in 1920 and is headquartered in capital city Buenos Aires. The latest investment priorities are

focused on electricity networks, state petrol production, and state-owned air planes.

The  U.S.  added  151,000  non-farm jobs  during  August,  and  the  unemployment  rate  remained  at  4.9%

unchanged or counting 7.8 million unemployed persons for various reasons. Jobs continued to trend up in

several service-related areas like individual and family social assistance, food services and drinking places,

healthcare, technical and financial services. Contracts in mining dropped as well as the workweek hours in

manufacturing, while industries like government and temporary help services, wholesale and retail trade,

transportation and warehousing, and construction and manufacturing were little changed for August. The

average overtime was unchanged at 3.3 hours.

The U.S. reported opinions on current conditions for new home sales and new home buyer time represent

somewhat cyclical economic measure, often more timely during the summer construction period. Therefore

the  direction  of  construction-related  stocks  might  call  for  trading  short,  even  with  regard  to  home

improvement retailers like Home Depot (HD) and Low’s Companies Inc (LOW). In latest statistics, the

housing market index increased to 65 in September, or reaching its highest level in eleven months, and

compared with downwardly revised 59 in August. The housing industry helps to create jobs, move demand

for appliances, furniture, home services, and remodeling. 

California for instance opened up 63,100 new work positions in August, and so the state accounted for 42%

of all U.S. employment growth in the month.

Stocks to Watch: Abiomed Inc (ABMD) started up 0.44% or 55 cents to $125.65 on Tuesday morning

following  stock  market  gains  in  prior  two  weeks  and  first-quarter  2017  earnings  of  29  cents  a  share

compared with 20 cents a year ago. The heart support and medical devices company is profiting from strong

heart  pumps  utilization,  product  pipeline  expansion  after  acquiring  earlier  this  year  peer  ECP

Entwicklungsgesellschaft  mbH based in Berlin.  Germany accounted for 74% of Abiomed’s international

quarterly revenues and grew 117% yearly. The healthcare company raised its annual revenue guidance and

expects to hire ten new employees as well. Sales in the first quarter jumped 40.3% from a year ago to almost

$103 million. Global sales grew a strong 42% to $97.8 million in the quarter.

Energy Recovery Inc (ERII), the energy operator of water, oil and gas pumping systems, was trading under

$3 as recently as October 2015 and it is now trading near $15. The stock also has nearly doubled since its

June 2016 lows. The gain is grounded on the firm’s most recent agreement with Schlumberger Ltd (SLB) to

maintain for fifteen years ERII’s hydraulic filtering system separately from fracturing pumps that fail more

often.  Schlumberger fees added 26% upsurge in second-quarter revenue to $13.2 million.  Peers include

Tennant Co (TNC), Heritage-Crystal Clean Inc (HCCI), and Landauer Inc (LDR).

FedEx Corp (FDX) rose 1.44% or $2.32 to $163.58 at 11 a.m. soon after the package deliver services and e-

commerce provider announced plans to raise shipping rates in January 2017 comprising all its services. The

express delivery segment will raise charges by an average 3.9% while FedEx Ground and FedEx Home



Delivery will increase fees by 4.9%. Rates at the freight division will also rise by an average of 4.9% within

the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. FedEx will report earnings for first quarter 2017 on Tuesday afternoon to

reflect costs and benefits of its recent acquisition of rival TNT Express BV based in the Netherlands. Rival

Amazon.com Inc’s (AMZN) own parcel-delivery service is no threat at the moment.

Goodyear  Tire  & Rubber  Co (GT)  gained 0.50% to  $32.42 after  the  vehicle  tires  global  manufacturer

declared a 43% increase of its  quarterly dividend to 10 cents a share,  to be paid on December 1.  The

company expects annual operating income of $3 billion in 2020 and cumulative free cash flow between $4.3

billion to $4.9 billion from 2017 to 2020. While net sales in second quarter 2016 fell on debts, earnings per

share rose to 75 cents from 70 cents a year earlier. Competitors include Cooper Tire & Rubber Co (CTB)

and Boeing Co (BA), at market capitalizations of $1.9 billion and $82.4 billion, respectively. Funds invested

in Goodyear are Schwab US Mid-Cap (SCHM) and SPDR S&P 500 (SPY). 

Hanjin Shipping Co (117930:KS), the world’s seventh-largest shipper based in South Korea temporarily

stranded $14 billion of goods until ships attain access to ports from Shanghai to Los Angeles. Signs are

evident that the shipping industry may be reaching an unwieldy point after many companies bought more

and bigger vessels to expand operations, and investments did not materialize. Although fright rates dropped,

it  is now expensive to be sending partly empty vessels around the world or reducing containers out of

service. Peers in the freight industry are Dutch AP Moeller - Maersk AS (MAERSKB:DC), Japanese Nippon

Yusen KK (9101:JP) and South Korean Hyundai Merchant Marine Co Ltd (011200:KS). 

JPMorgan Chase & Co (JPM) rose 0.62% or 42 cents to $66.61 after the New York-based banker said it will

hire  employees  from  InvestCloud  Inc,  provider  of  software  that  makes  online  transactions  easier  for

customers with banking and investment accounts. JPMorgan remains a leader in relation to balance sheet

strength, durable retail franchise, effective cost controls, and public advertising. The bank’s energy sector

exposure  will  likely build  on  asset  reserves  this  year,  and continued improvement  in  loan  and deposit

balances might aid organic growth. A topmost industry stock picker has just joined JPM’s board too. 

Kingfisher Plc (KGF.L) dropped 2.10% or £7.90 to £368.80 on Tuesday afternoon after the London-based

home improvement retailer said 2016 half-year sales rose 2.7% to £57.49 million and retail profit surged

8.7% to £464 million in constant currencies from a year ago. Adjusted basic earnings per share jumped

10.6% to 13.6 pence compared with 12.3 pence on the year. Net cash more than doubled to £898 million

from £435 million including significant working capital timing benefits. Kingfisher stock is off 4.7% from

its 52-week high range at $387. Despite lower post-Brexit pound exchange, sales in Poland and the U.K.

remain strong while demand in France is seen fading.

Walt Disney Co (DIS) last surged 0.62% or 57 cents to $93.20 but the stock dropped 0.60% in the past

month on concerns about low advertisements turnover at the media and entertainment company’s ESPN

franchise. Targets will follow up on how the channel’s sporting shows faired during the summer Olympic

Games in Rio de Janeiro, capital of Brazil. Favorable though are Disney’s movie business, the parks and

resorts division as well as its consumer products sales of toys and game consoles.

International: China Mobile Ltd (CHL) raised its semi-annual dividend 24% to 96 cents a share, to be paid

on  October  11.  The  world’s  largest  wireless  carrier,  with  826  million  subscribers,  increased  operating

revenue 24% over the past five years. The company has spent significant resources on building out its 4G

network coverage. Peers are China Telecom Corp Ltd (CHA) and China Unicom Hong Kong Ltd (CHU).



Global X Internet of Things Thematic ETF (SNSR) holds companies that could benefit from the adoption of

the Internet-of-things technology. A single security weighting can occupy up to 6% in the underlying index,

while an average 2% allocation is applied to companies with more diversified revenue streams. 

MSCI All Country World Ex-U.S. Index covers bonds and stocks outside U.S. borders, and it returned less

than 80% since the bottom in early 2009. Over the same period the S&P 500 index gained about 220%.

Foreign equities reflected a secular bull market of the U.S. dollar since mid-2011. Funds tracking this global

equity index are iShares MSCI ACWI ex U.S. (ACWX) and SPDR MSCI ACWI ex-US (CWI). 

Dividends: Income investors looking into exchange-traded-funds like SPDR S&P Dividend Fund (SDY)

mind  that  this  particular  fund  will  hold  both  winning  and  losing  stocks.  Meanwhile  undervalued

opportunities are found in quality stocks like AbbVie Inc (ABBV), AvalonBay Communities Inc (AVB),

Cummins Inc (CMI), Gilead Sciences Inc (GILD), Merck & Co Inc (MRK), and Public Storage (PSA).

Dividend mutual funds may be passively or actively managed, and so frequently rebalance to the appropriate

allocation of many holdings within a single portfolio. A few favored funds that yield above 1% and grow net

income higher than 1.5% are for example Columbia Dividend Income Y (CDDYX), Invesco Diversified

Dividend R5 (DDFIX), Invesco Dividend Income R5 (FSIUX), T. Rowe Price Dividend Growth (PRDGX),

and Vanguard Dividend Growth Inv (VDIGX). Some dividend mutual funds may be closed to new investors,

and others may require large initial minimum investments.

Pharmaceuticals: Top-rated pharmaceutical stocks as of September 20 include: Aerie Pharmaceuticals Inc

(AERI),  Amphastar  Pharmaceuticals  Inc  (AMPH),  ANI  Pharmaceuticals  Inc  (ANIP),  Intra-Cellular

Therapies Inc (ITCI), Jazz Pharmaceuticals Plc (JAZZ), Mallinckrodt plc (MNK), Medicines Co (MDCO),

Nektar Therapeutics (NKTR), Omeros Corp (OMER) and TherapeuticsMD Inc (TXMD).

Sarepta  Therapeutics  Inc  (SRPT),  the  Cambridge-based  producer  of  muscular-dystrophy  medicines  is

opening the manufacturing facility of 60,000 square feet in Andover, Massachusetts, two years after the bio

pharmacy purchased it from Japanese drug developer Eisai Co Ltd (ESALY). The approval of Sarepta’s

latest drug was based largely on a twelve-patient trial, smaller than most other fundamental trials.

So company executives said that the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is willing to be more flexible

than in the past about approving drugs based on so-called “surrogate endpoint.”


